EdgeX Security WG Meeting

https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/Security+Working+Group

March 2, 2022

Attendees

Agenda

- **Opens**
  - Nothing additional.
- **Delayed start service ADR update**
  - SPIRE server and agent have been integrated into edgex-compose on a branch
  - Have prototype implementation of security-spiffe-token-provider
  - Working on go-mod-secrets code to get secret store token from spiffe-token-provider
  - Will try for demo next week
  - Gap identified: need a TAF test for delayed start services. (Create issue in TAF repo.) Outline method of using environment variables to enable delayed start feature for a known service like device-virtual and then ensure that a secret store feature is exercised.
- **Bin list**
  - Nik Huge - present enhancement request for identity at the edge?
Standing Agenda

- Review Security Board
- Securing Consul Board (skip)
- Review CIS docker scan (will skip unless something changes) (click latest run, go to classic, view console output).
  - Last checked: Tue Nov 16 05:36:01 UTC 2021
- Review Snyk (Jenkins) (will skip unless something changes) (ImageList)
  - [https://app.snyk.io/vuln/SNYK-GOLANG-GOLANGORGXTEXTINTERNALLANGUAGE-2400718](https://app.snyk.io/vuln/SNYK-GOLANG-GOLANGORGXTEXTINTERNALLANGUAGE-2400718)
    - Waiting for [https://github.com/go-playground/validator/pull/881](https://github.com/go-playground/validator/pull/881) to be merged.
- Review action items from previous week

Action Items

- 7/14/21: Bryon: Update security policy documentation w.r.t. when to use GitHub security advisories to notify users of issues.